SO-8 (MS-012AA)  Lead - Free

EXAMPLE: THIS IS AN IRF7101 (MOSFET)

DATE CODE (YWW)
P = DESIGNATES LEAD - FREE PRODUCT (OPTIONAL)
Y = LAST DIGIT OF THE YEAR
WW = WEEK
A = ASSEMBLY SITE CODE
LOT CODE
PART NUMBER

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER LOGO

SO-8 (MS-012AA)

EXAMPLE: THIS IS AN IRF7807D1 (FETKY)

DATE CODE (YWW)
P = DESIGNATES LEAD - FREE PRODUCT (OPTIONAL)
Y = LAST DIGIT OF THE YEAR
WW = WEEK
A = ASSEMBLY SITE CODE
LOT CODE
PART NUMBER

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER LOGO

SOT-89

EXAMPLE: THIS IS AN IRFS1Z0

THE TWO CHARACTERS ON THIS SIDE OF THE DEVICE SPECIFY THE PART NUMBER.

THE TWO CHARACTERS ON THIS SIDE OF THE DEVICE SPECIFY THE DATE CODE.

THE TWO CHARACTERS FACING OUTWARD INDICATE THAT THE SOT-89 IS A HEXFET.